Gravity of a cylindrical Nambu-Goto wall in the vacuum spacetime is considered to clarify the interaction between Nambu-Goto membranes and gravitational waves. If one neglect the gravitational emission by the wall motion, the spacetime must be singular. It is also shown that the gravitational wave emission occurs by the motion of the cylindrical wall if the initial data is singularity free. The energy of gravitational waves emitted by the wall agrees with that estimated from the motion of the test wall and the quadrupole formula for the gravitational wave emission. This is quite different from the oscillatory behavior of gravitating Nambu-Goto membranes: the presence of gravity induces the wall to lose its dynamical degree of freedom.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gravity and dynamics of extended objects (membranes) are familiar topics in recent physics. Historically, gravity of membranes is investigated in the context of topological defects formed during phase transition in the early universe [1, 2] . Among these extended objects, domain walls are the simplest type of defects arise when the phase transition occurs by the breakdown of a discrete symmetry. However, standard scaling defect models are in conflict with observations of the Cosmic Background Explorer satellite [3] . Further, stable domain wall networks are not allowed in the early universe because they overdominate the radiation energy density [1, 2] . Despite of these discouraging results, topological defects remain intrinsically interesting topics to study as one of simplest gravitating extended objects. Ustable defects formed in the early universe might radiate gravitational wave by their rapid oscillation [4] and the detection of relic gravitational waves from these extended objects might be one of the evidences for the phase transition in the universe. Moreover, as seen in the recent proposal of the large extradimension [6] , so called brane world scenario, domain walls are considered as a realization of our universe in higher dimensions.
Within the general relativity, these are unusual and interesting source of gravity. In the simplest case, domain walls are idealized by the infinitesimally thin NambuGoto membranes. If the self-gravity of membranes is ignored (test membrane case), the Nambu-Goto action admits oscillatory solutions and these are thought to be a source of the gravitational waves as mentioned above. However, by taking into account the self-gravity of the Nambu-Goto wall, it is shown that self-gravitating walls coupled to gravitational wave behave in a quite different manner [7] . The dynamical degree of freedom concerning the perturbative oscillations around spherical walls is given by that of gravitational waves and self-gravitating spherical walls do not oscillate spontaneously unlike test walls. The essentially same conclusion is also obtained in the case of an infinite Nambu-Goto string [8] . These results insist that the motion of gravitating membranes is quite different from the motion of the test membranes even if the total energy of the wall is very small. This difference is crucial when one estimates the energy of the gravitational waves from these extended objects.
In this paper, we investigate the gravitational wave emission due to the motion of a Nambu-Goto wall. The results of no dynamical degree of freedom of gravitating Nambu-Goto membrane are based on the perturbation around the spacetime without gravitational wave. One might expect that the behavior of highly distorted Nambu-Goto walls is different. In this paper, we consider the cylindrical symmetric domain wall as a toy model of highly elongated gravitating walls. The cylindrically symmetric spacetime considered here is described by the metric of the Weyl canonical form. In this metric, there are cylindrically symmetric wave modes, which is called Einstein-Rosen wave (ER wave), and domain wall's motion excites ER wave. We must treat the coupled system of ER wave and the cylindrically symmetric domain wall, which is governed by the Einstein equation and the junction condition [9] on the wall. We first show that the spacetime containing a cylindrical wall must be singular if we neglect ER wave emission. This implies that ER wave emission necessarily occurs by the motion of the cylindrical wall. Next, we consider the momentarily static "regular" initial data for the spacetime contain-ing a cylindrical domain wall and their infinitesimal time evolution. We show that the monotonically collapsing motion of the gravitating cylindrical wall does emit gravitational waves and the estimate of the energy of gravitational waves using the quadrupole formula is correct if the wall energy density is sufficiently small. This is the natural result expected from the behavior of the NambuGoto membrane in the absence of gravity but shows an apparent discrepancy with the results in Ref. [7, 8] .
The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we briefly review the symmetry reduction of spacetime into the cylindrically symmetric one. We also derive the basic equations which govern the motion of the domain wall and its gravity. In Sec.III, we consider the possible solutions of a self-gravitating domain wall without gravitational wave emission. In Sec.IV, we set up momentarily static and radiation free regular initial configurations and investigate the time evolution from the initial data to see the gravitational wave emission due to the wall motion. Finally, Sec.V is devoted to summary and discussion about the discrepancy with the conclusion in Ref. [7, 8] .
Throughout this paper, we use the unit such that the light velocity c = 1 and the Newton's gravitational constant is denoted by G. The signature of Lorentzian metrics is chosen to be (−, +, +, +).
II. CYLINDRICAL SPACETIME WITH A DOMAIN WALL
We consider the spacetime with a cylindrical domain wall using the thin wall approximation. The whole spacetime (M, g ab ) contains two vacuum regions (M + , g ab+ ) and (M − , g ab− ). Each M ± has a timelike boundary Σ ± , respectively, which should be identified so that Σ := Σ + = Σ − using Israel's junction condition [9] . The whole spacetime is M = M − ∪ Σ ∪ M + . The timelike submanifold Σ is the world volume of the domain wall.
Since we consider the domain wall with cylindrical symmetry, it is natural to consider the vacuum region M ± also have cylindrical symmetry. The cylindrically symmetric spacetime considered in this paper has two commutable spacelike Killing vector fields z a and φ a and these are both hypersurface orthogonal. The orbit of z a is R 1 and that of φ a is S 1 . We introduce coordinate functions z and φ by z a ∇ a z = 1 and φ a ∇ a φ = 1, respectively. φ is a periodic coordinate with the period 2π.
Using one of the vacuum Einstein equations R z z +R φ φ = 0 and assuming the gradient of (φ a φ a )(z a z a ) is spacelike, the both metrics on M ± of the spacetime are reduced to the Weyl canonical form:
where ψ and γ are functions of t and r. The existence of a thin wall does not contradict to the assumption that the gradient of (φ a φ a )(z a z a ) is spacelike. (See Appendix A.) The coordinates t and r parameterize the two-dimensional orbit space N and each point on N corresponds to a cylinder of symmetry. Further, we call the direction to which t increases (decreases) "future" ("past") direction.
The vacuum Einstein equations for the metric (2.1) are given by ± on Σ ± , the coordinate functions z and φ on M ± are extended to smooth functions on the whole spacetime M. Then the coordinate system (τ, z, φ) on Σ is naturally induced.
The induced metrics on Σ ± from g ab± are given by
where Ψ ± (τ ) = ψ| Σ± and R ± (τ ) = r| Σ± , respectively. Since Σ ± should be diffeomorphic to each other to identify them, h ab± must satisfy h ab := h ab+ = h ab− in the above coordinate system:
Further, the identification should be done so that n a+ = n a− , where n a± are unit normal to Σ ± directed from M − to M + . The existence of the domain wall gives the finite discontinuity of the extrinsic curvature [10] . λ = 4πGσ > 0 is the surface tension of the wall which is equal to the surface density.
In terms of the coordinate system in Eq.(2.1), u a is given by
where Γ ± := γ(t, r)| Σ± and T ± := t| Σ± . u t ± are positive because u a is future directed. From the orthonormal condition n a ± n a± = 1 and u a n a± = 0, n a ± are given by 9) where ± = sgn(n a ± ∂ a r). Using Eqs.(2.7)-(2.9), the all components of the junction condition for the extrinsic curvature of Σ are given by
(2.12) We explicitly see that the behavior of the ER wave at the boundary (Ψ and Γ ± ) affects the wall motion by Eq.(2.13) and the wall motion affects ψ and γ as the boundary conditions Eq.(2.11) for them. Thus, this is the radiation reaction problem. To solve the equations Eqs.(2.2)-(2.4) with the boundary condition Eq.(2.11) and Eq.(2.12) on Σ simultaneously, in general. In this paper, we show that the cylindrical domain wall must emit gravitational waves using these equations and boundary conditions.
III. SELF-GRAVITATING DOMAIN WALL WITHOUT GRAVITATIONAL WAVE EMISSION
In this section, we consider the self-gravitating domain wall spacetime without gravitational wave emission and show that all solutions include singular axes. Since M ± considered here is static, we assume that
The static solution to Eqs.
where R 0 , γ 0 and κ are constants and the line element is given by
This is wel-known as the Levi-Civita metric [11] . The circumferential radius of the symmetric cylinder dt = dr = 0,r
tells us the axis of the cylindrical symmetry. When κ + 1 > 0,r(r) is a monotonically increasing function of r and vanishes at r = 0. This means r = 0 is the axis of symmetry in this case. On the other hand,r(r) monotonically decreases and vanishes at r = ∞ when κ+1 < 0. Then, r = ∞ is the axis of cylindrical symmetry in this case.
The square of Riemann curvature for the metric,
, (3.5) tells us the singularity of the spacetime. We note that the curvature of the spacetime approaches to zero as I ∝ r 
and the conditions (2.11) and (2.12) are
To evaluate Eqs.(3.6), (3.7), and (2.10), we consider two cases, κ + = κ − and κ + = κ − , separately.
A. κ+ = κ− case
In this case, Eq.(3.6) must hold for arbitrary τ , i.e.,
These mean the domain wall should stay at r = R 0 . Then the components of the 4-velocity (2.8) are given by
The conditions (3.7) yield 10) and then, ± are determined by
Eq.(2.10) gives the acceleration of the wall:
Since Eqs.(3.8) should hold for arbitrary τ , (d 2 R/dτ 2 ) = 0 for arbitrary τ . We easily see that κ ± = 1/2 from Eqs.(3.10) and κ − = κ + . Then κ ± should satisfy the relation
This is the condition obtained by Tomita [12] . From the relation (3.13) and Eq.(3.11), we obtain ( − , + ) = (+, −), which means that the coordinate function r has the maximum value at Σ and each M ± must have the point r = 0. Eq.(3.13) also forbids the cases that both of κ ± are 0 or −1. Then, one of the point r = 0 must be singular.
B. κ+ = κ− case
In this case, we obtain κ ± = −1/2 from Eqs.(3.7) and the condition Eq.(3.6) is trivially satisfied. Then, the domain wall may move on N . The equation (2.13) of the wall motion is given by dR dτ
Actually, Eq.(3.14) has the solutions of a moving domain wall without gravitational waves [13] . From the energy condition, λ > 0 and the second condition of Eqs.(3.7), the case ( − , + ) = (−, +) is rejected. Then, M must have the point r = 0 in itself. Since κ ± = −1/2 (neither 0 nor −1), the spacetime is singular.
IV. EINSTEIN-ROSEN WAVE EMISSION FROM CYLINDRICAL DOMAIN WALL
In the last section, we have seen the all spacetimes with self-gravitating cylindrical domain walls without gravitational waves must have singular axes. This implies that the system should include gravitational wave if we impose some regularity on the spacetime. To see this, we consider the infinitesimal time evolution from a "regular" initial configuration. In this paper, we regard that the initial surface is regular if the initial surface does not include scalar polynomial singularities nor deficit angles except the delta-function matter distribution of the wall. We concentrate on the momentarily static and radiation free initial configuration, and its infinitesimal time evolution, for simplicity. Then, we see that ER wave emission does occur due to the motion of the wall.
The total system is governed by the Einstein equations (2.2)-(2.4), the junction conditions for the intrinsic metric (2.6), and those for the extrinsic curvature (2.10)-(2.12). Among them, Eqs.(2.2) and (2.10) are evolution equations and Eqs.(2.3), (2.4), (2.6), (2.11) and (2.12) are constraint equations which the initial data should be satisfied. By the small modification of the static wall solutions in the last section, we obtain the momentarily static initial configurations which satisfy these constraints.
A. Momentarily static initial configurations
Let S be a momentarily static initial space and P = S ∩Σ is the initial locus of the wall on S. Then P divides S into two parts: S ± := S ∩ M ± . We choose the origin of the comoving time τ = 0 at P.
Further, we consider the radiation free initial condition, where there is no incidental nor outgoing ER waves on S, i.e., ∂ 2 t ψ S± (r) = ∂ t ψ S± (r) = 0. Then ψ S± (r) and γ S± (r) are given by the same form as Eq.(3.2). In Eq.(3.2), we denote γ 0 and κ on S ± by γ 0± and κ ± as in the last section. We consider the situation where the wall is at rest initially with the radius R 0 as Eqs. (3.8) . By this choice, Eqs.(2.6) are trivially satisfied.
Next, we evaluate the junction conditions (2.10)-(2.12). First, from (2.11) and (2.12), we easily see that κ + = κ − by the regularity on S. Actually, if κ + = κ − , (2.11) and (2.12), which have the same form as Eqs.(3.7), yield the point r = 0 is singular as seen in the last section. Further, the second condition of Eqs.(3.7) together with the energy condition λ > 0 and the u t ± > 0 leads ( − , + ) = (+, ±) [14] and S − must have a singular point r = 0. Then κ + = κ − . This means Eqs.(3.9)-(3.11) are also true on S.
In the contrast to the results in Sec.III A, the relation (3.13), which was obtained from Eq.(2.10), must not hold, since it contradicts to the regularity of S as seen in the last section. Instead, the initial acceleration of the domain wall is given by Eq.(3.12) and must not vanish. Then the domain wall begins to move and the system evolves to the dynamical phase. The regular initial configurations are classified into two cases: ( − , + ) = (+, +), (+, −). In these cases, the motion of the wall is different. Then, we consider these cases, separately.
+ = 1 case
To avoid the curvature singularity at r = 0 in S − , κ − should be −1 or 0. Further, we may concentrate only on the case κ − = 0 because κ − = −1 case is locally equivalent to the case κ − = 0. Actually, when κ − = −1, z should be a periodic coordinate with the period 2πR 0 e γ0− to avoid the conical singularity at r = 0 and the Killing orbit of z a on S − is not R 1 but S 1 . Since z is extended as a function on the whole spacetime M, z is also a periodic coordinate on S + . We easily check that this case is equivalent to the case κ − = 0 with the above periodicity of z by the following replacements:
When κ − = 0, the conical singularity avoidance at r = 0 in S − leads γ 0− = 0. Then, Eqs.(3.10) give
Since u a is future directed (u
and κ + must be positive. The initial acceleration of the wall is
By virtue of (4.3), Eq.(4.4) is the negative acceleration, i.e., the wall begins to collapse. The geometry of the initial surface S is seen by evaluating the relation between circumferential radiusr of the symmetric cylinder defined by Eq. 
has infinity in the radial direction. Further, in the limit λR 0 → 0, ("mass per unit proper z length" → 0), we see κ + → 0 and γ 0+ → 0. It means S + approaches to the flat space. Of course, dr/dρ → 1. We call this limit as "the weak gravity limit". This is the counter part of the test wall case. In the limit λR 0 → 1/2, (equivalently "mass per unit proper z length" → 1/(4G),) the initial configuration characterized by Eqs.(4.2) is singular apparently. In this limit, dr/dρ → 0, which means the circumference is constant outward. This curious geometry of S + comes from the strong gravitational effect of the wall. We call this limit as "the strong gravity limit". (See Appendix A.)
In this case, both S ± contain the points r = 0 and we impose the regularity there. To avoid the curvature singularity, κ − should be 0 or −1. When κ − = 0, we choose γ 0− = 0 to avoid the conical singularity at r = 0 on S − . Then S − is flat. κ + = κ − = 0 and the regularity at r = 0 in S + yield κ + = −1. Eqs.(3.10) and (3.9) tell us λR 0 = 1 and γ + = 0. Then S + is also flat and the metric on S + is given by
From the regularity at r = 0 in S + , the function z should be a periodic coordinate with the period 2πR 0 in S + .
Since z is extended so that the function on M, the same identification should be done in S − . Thus the initial surface S is closed and locally flat except P. Further, we can easily see that the case κ − = −1 is equivalent to the case κ − = 0 by the replacement M − ↔ M + . The initial acceleration of the wall, in this case, is
i.e., the domain wall begins to expand. Thus, domain walls on momentarily static, radiation free, and regular initial configuration have the finite acceleration and does begin to move in both case in the next moment. The case in Sec.IV A 1 has the counter part in a test wall system as seen in Appendix C, while the case in Sec.IV A 2 does not. Henceforth, we concentrate on the case in Sec.IV A 1 to compare the self-gravitating wall and the test wall.
B. Einstein-Rosen wave emission
+ (S ± ) of S ± and the causal future J(P) of P. (See Fig.1.) We may treat these three pieces, separately. Since the initial configurations on S ± are momentarily static and radiation free, D + (S ± ) is still static and the metric on D + (S ± ) is also given by Eqs. (3.2) . Then, we may consider the time evolution from ∂J(P). To consider the evolution from ∂J(P)∩M + into J(P)∩ M + , we introduce the null coordinate U = t + − r + R 0 so that U = 0 at ∂J(P) ∩ M + . In the coordinates (U, r), the wave equation (2.2) is
Since we only consider the infinitesimal time evolution from ∂J(P) ∩ M + , we use the Tayler expansion of solution ψ = ψ + around ∂J(P) ∩ M + as follows:
10)
where a + n are constants determined by the junction condition and ω −1 is an appropriate time scale. We have used the fact that the metric in the region
given by Eqs.(3.2) to determine ϕ
+ . Similarly, in M − , we expand ψ by the advanced time interval V = t − + r − R 0 from ∂J(P)∩M − . The solution ψ − (V, r) is obtained as follows:
where a − n are the constants in (J(S) − J(P)) ∩ M, which are determined by the junction condition (2.11).
Here, we consider the behavior of the solutions ψ + at r → ∞. Let I denotes the asymptotic region where r → ∞ with a fixed U > 0. (See Fig.1 ). The asymptotic form of ψ + at I is
The first term in Eq.(4.16) is the static potential produced by the wall and the second term is the outgoing ER wave. Eq.(4.16) shows a + n correspond to the amplitude of the ER wave at infinity (r → ∞). Actually, the energy loss by the ER wave emission is estimated by the quasi-local energy introduced by Thorne [15] :
which called "C-energy". The energy loss is estimated by 
It shows that the C-energy must decrease due to the outgoing ER wave (∂ U E ∞ < 0). On the other hand, ψ − given by Eqs.(4.13)-(4.15) has singular behavior at the axis r = 0. This singular behavior is removed if the superposition of the reflecting waves at r = 0 is taken into account. Let Q be the point where the characteristics ∂J(P) ∩M − and the world line of the axis r = 0 intersects. (See Fig.1 .) The reflected waves emerge at the point Q and the waves propagate into the causal future J(Q) of Q. Thus, the solution ψ − given by Eqs.(4.13)-(4.15) is applicable in the region (J(P) − J(Q)) ∩ M − . Now, we determine the coefficients a ± n by imposing the junction conditions. The junction conditions (2.6) and (2.11) are equivalent to the set of equations at P:
After some calculations (see Appendix B), we obtain
where all quantities in right hand side of Eqs. Differentiating Eq.(2.10) with respect to τ , we obtain 3 ) 0 has the opposite sign to the acceleration, the back reaction of ER wave emission diminishes the absolute value of the wall acceleration in this order.
Let τ b be the time scale where the back reaction becomes efficient, which is estimated by
(4.4) and (4.25), we found
In the strong gravity limit λR 0 → 1/2, τ b shows that the radiation reaction becomes efficient immediately. On the other hand, in the weak gravity limit λR 0 1, Eqs.(4.4) and (4.26) are given by
The initial acceleration in the weak gravity limit coincide with that of the test wall (see Appendix C). The collapsing time scale τ c is estimated by
Then we obtain τ c ∼ R 0 2/λ ∼ τ b in the same limit. Thus, in the weak gravity limit, the domain wall collapses to R = 0 before the radiation reaction becomes efficient.
Substituting Eqs.(4.22) and (4.23) into Eq.(4.19), we estimate the energy loss rate of the system by the ER wave emission:
Eq.(4.29) shows that the larger energy are carried by ER wave, as the initial total mass of the wall is larger in the leading order. A cylindrical domain wall with large total mass produces strong gravitational field and large energy density of the ER wave emitted. In the weak gravity limit, Eq.(4.29) is given by
This shows that Eq.(4.30) is valid until U ∼ 8R 0 /11 in the weak gravity limit.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In summary, we have considered spacetime with a self-gravitating cylindrical domain wall using the thin wall approximation. We considered two classes of solutions, separately, solutions with and without gravitational waves emission. First, we found two subclasses of solutions without gravitational wave emission: static wall solutions and dynamically moving wall solutions. The spacetimes which are described by the solutions have singularities inevitably. Next, we set up momentarily static and radiation free initial configurations of the system. We found that 0 <"wall's mass per unit proper length"< 1/(4G) should hold initially for regular initial configurations. As the exceptional case "wall's mass per unit proper length"= 1/(2G), we found where the initial surface is closed radially. In these two regular initial configurations, the domain wall has non-vanishing initial acceleration.
We also considered the time evolution from the above initial data within the infinitesimal time interval. By the accelerated motion of the wall, ER wave emission does occur. And the wave emission affects to the wall motion in the next moment. This is just the radiation reaction problem. In contrast to the test wall motion in Minkowski spacetime, the radiation reaction diminishes the acceleration of the wall. We also found that the amplitude of the emitted wave depends on the gravitational potential produced by the wall on the initial surface. Further, the back reaction of the wave emission to the wall motion depends on both the amplitude of the wave and the gravitational potential. As the result, the cylindrical domain wall with the large initial mass produce the large gravitational potential. The wall motion in the large potential yields the large amount of the ER wave. By this strong ER wave emission the large back reaction to the wall motion does occur.
Here, we compare the motion of the self-gravitating wall and that of the test wall. When λR 0 1, the back reaction to the wall motion by ER wave emission is negligible since the wall collapse to r = 0 before the back reaction becomes significant. Then, when λR 0 1, the motion of a self-gravitating wall is well approximated by those of test walls. In the weak gravity limit, the energy loss rate by ER wave emission is estimated from Eq.(4.30). Since the collapsing time scale is given by U ∼ R 0 , the energy loss rate per length along z direction is
Though Eq.(4.30) is not valid when U ∼ 8R 0 /11, we have extrapolated it. We note that the energy loss rate (5.1) does agree with that roughly estimated from the quadrupole formula for gravitational wave emission. This is our main conclusion in this paper. The results obtained here are quite natural one and these are expected from the behavior of the test NambuGoto wall in the absence of their self-gravity. However, the behaviors of gravitating Nambu-Goto membranes obtained in Refs. [7, 8] are quite different from those of test membranes. We must note that the similar behavior to those in Refs. [7, 8] is also obtained in the ER wave scattering by the cylindrical domain wall in the static background as seen in Appendix D, i.e., there is no solution corresponds to the spontaneous oscillation of the wall. Further, we see that the cylindrical domain wall considered in Appendix D is unstable. The unstable mode is not oscillatory mode. Though our analysis in Appendix D is restricted to the perturbation of ER wave, we hope that concerning with the oscillatory behavior of the wall, the oscillatory behavior is same as those in Refs. [7, 8] .
Together with the results from some models in Refs. [7, 8] and in this paper, we conjecture that the oscillatory motion of test walls fails to approximate that of a self-gravitating wall but monotonically expanding or collapsing motions of the self-gravitating wall is well approximated by that of the test wall. Further, the energy of gravitational waves emitted by these monotonic motion is estimated by the quadrupole formula.
Ofcourse, in the dynamics of domain walls in the realistic situation in the early universe, the effective equation of state of an oscillating wall may change, analogous to that of the wiggling cosmic string [1] . This is pointed out by Bonjour et.al [16] . This change will be the effect to be taken into account when we discuss the dynamics of domain walls in the realistic situation in the early universe. However, we should emphasize that our discussion concentrated on the difference between the oscillatory behavior of a gravitating Nambu-Goto membrane and a test Nambu-Goto membrane. At least, the oscillatory behavior of gravitating Nambu-Goto membranes is quite different from that of test membranes, while monotonically collapsing or expanding motion is wel-approximated by the test membranes. This suggests that the gravitational waves energy of gravitational waves estimated by the oscillating test membranes might be incorrect. Though the full dynamics of gravitating Nambu-Goto membranes is not clear yet, to estimate the energy of gravitational waves from defects, we should clarify the dynamics fo Nambu-Goto membranes at first. After that, the effect of the change in the equation of state should be included. Though the gravitational waves might be emitted by this change, this physical process is the different from that discussed here.
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APPENDIX A: WEYL CANONICAL FORM AND STRONG GRAVITY LIMIT
As mentioned in the main text, the cylindrically symmetric spacetime we considered here is characterized by the existence of two commutable spacelike Killing vector, which are both hypersurface orthogonal. In this Appendix, we explicitly see that the metric on this spacetime is reduced to Eq.(2.1) using the Einstein equation even if the wall exists.
The metric on the spacetime which has two hypersurface orthogonal Killing vectors (∂/∂φ) a and (∂/∂z) a is given by
where f ab is the two dimensional Lorentzian metric (f ab (∂/∂z) a = f ab (∂/∂φ) a = 0), f ab , ψ and β depends only on the two dimensional coordinatesx a . e ψ and e −ψ β are the norms of the Killing vector z a and φ a , respectively.
By choosing an appropriate null coordinates, f ab in Eq.(A1) is written by the conformal flat form without loss of generality:
When one treat the cylindrical vacuum spacetime, the function β is constrained by one of the components of the Einstein equations,
is the Ricci tensor), which yields
The general solution to this equation is
where f 1 (x + ) and f 2 (x − ) are arbitrary functions of x + and x − , respectively. The gradient of β determines whether we may choose β as a spatial coordinate or not. Actually, when ∂ µ β is spacelike, we may introduce new null coordinatesū andv so that β = (ū −v)/2, and new coordinates t and r by t = (ū +v)/2 and r = (ū −v)/2. Hence, one may perform the conformal transformation on the (x + , x − ) plane to (t, r) plane so that β = r. Thus, we have the Weyl canonical form (2.1).
We must note that the signature of ∂ µ β determined whether β should be chosen by the spatial coordinate or not. When, ∂ µ β is timelike or null, β should be regarded as the time or null coordinate. Further, we also note that the signature of ∂ µ β is also depends on the Einstein equation and it is not trivial whether above reduction is valid when the wall exists. However, we show that we may choose β as the radial coordinate on the momentarily static initial surface when λR 0 = 1/2.
We only consider the case ∂ µ β is spacelike in M − . In the coordinate system (A1), one of the junction condition is reduced to
(This condition corresponds to Eq.(2.12).) Using this condition, we have
and
Since we choose β = r on S ∩ M − , we have D β = 0 and D ⊥ β = 1 on S ∩ M − . Then we can see that (∂ µ β) + is spacelike when λβ = 1/2. When λβ = 1/2, (∂ µ β) + is null or zero. Note that the case λβ = 1/2 corresponds to the "strong gravity limit" in the main text. This geometry is obtained by taking limit κ → ∞ of the metric (3.3) . Using the proper radial coordinate defined by (4.5), we see that g tt , g zz and g φφ behaves
in the limit κ → ∞. Hence, the metric (3.3) is given by
This metric means S + is locally flat but the circumference of symmetric cylinder is constant 2πR 0 outward as mentioned in the main text. This metric shows that ∂ µ β is zero. This corresponds to the choice β = R 0 , where R 0 is the initial locus of the wall. This choice is required by the junction condition (2.6).
APPENDIX B: INFINITESIMAL TIME EVOLUTION OF ER WAVE
In this appendix, we show the derivation of (4.21)-(4.23). Only we have to do is to evaluate the junction conditions (2.6) and (2.11) for arbitrary τ and determine a n± . Since we setup the momentarily static initial configuration, which satisfy ∂ t ψ = 0, i.e., a 1± = 0. a ± n for n ≥ 1 are determined by the evaluation of (4.20) at P. We consider the cases ( − , + ) = (+, ±), separately. 
Further, when we evaluates (4.20) at P, the momentarily static condition u r =u
It is also convenient to use the expression
Here, the subscript "P+" means the evaluation at U = +0 and r = R 0 + 0 and "P−" means the evaluation at V = +0 and r = R 0 − 0. The junction conditions (4.20) with n = 2 are given by
APPENDIX C: DYNAMICS OF CYLINDRICAL TEST WALL
We consider the test wall motion with the cylindrical symmetry for comparison with the motion of selfgravitating wall in the main text. The test wall motion is given by K = 0, where K is the trace of the extrinsic curvature of the wall world volume. For a cylindrical test wall in Minkowski spacetime, the equation of motion is given by
The solution to this equation is
.
The time symmetric initial surface is τ = 0 and the acceleration of the wall and the third derivative of R at τ = 0 are given by
APPENDIX D: PERTURBATIVE EINSTEIN ROSEN WAVE SCATTERING BY A CYLINDRICAL DOMAIN WALL
In this appendix, we consider the ER wave scattering by the domain wall using one of the simplest static solutions obtained in Sec.III and shows that the behavior of the wall is similar to the case of spherical wall [7] . This spacetime is an exact solution discussed by Ipser and Sikivie [5] . The whole spacetime consists of two regions with the identical Levi-Civita metric matched by the domain wall. On this background solution, we consider the perturbative ER wave and the perturbative motion of the domain wall.
First, we describe the background spacetime and the ER wave perturbation on this spacetime (Sec.D 1). Second, we show the relation of the proper time τ , the Gaussian normal χ of the wall, and the coordinates t, r in the main text to solve the ER wave scattering by the domain wall (Sec.D 2). Finally, we solve the scattering problem using the "high frequency approximation"(Sec.D 3).
As mentioned in the main text, the background solution we use here has curvature singularities. However, this singularity is not essential to our result.
Background and Perturbation
As the background spacetime, we consider the spacetime in Sec.III B with γ 0± = 0. The line element is given by
The axis r = 0 are curvature singularities and the Riemann polynomial (3.5) diverge as R abcd R abcd ∝ r −3 there and vanish at the infinity r → ∞. Since the orbit space N is conformally flat and the conformal diagram of N has timelike, spatial and null infinities.
In the spacetime in Sec.III B with γ 0± = 0, the motion of the wall is determined by the equation (3.14) 
The qualitative behavior of the wall motion is as follows:
Seeing from an observer whose world line is r =constant in either vacuum region, the domain wall first starts to shrink from the past null infinity at the light velocity, decelerates its speed, and bounces at a finite radius r 0 := 1
After that it expands to the null infinity. Then the solution to (D2) is contained in the region
in N . The resulting spacetime M has the future and the past null infinities each of which have two connected components. The global structure of this spacetime is analogous to that in Ref. [7] but there are singularities at r = 0. (See Fig.2.) 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 
